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General concepts; coordinate and graph in plane

inequality; absolute value or magnitude;

function and their graphs;

displacement function; slope and 

Limits; theorem of limits;

limit involving

continuity; continuity conditions.

Line tangent and derivatives;

differentiation rules;

derivative of trigonometric function; practice exercises.

Indefinite integrals;

rules for indefinite integrals;

Definite integration

formulas for basic trigonometric function;

definite integrals; properties of definite integrals;
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Method of physics and standards; thermodynamics system 
and system properties;
conservation of energy principle;
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Pressure; temperature and temperature scales (Celsius, 
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equation of state; ideal gas and real gas; general law of 
gases; clauses equation
Vander Waales equation; equilibrium and types of 
equilibrium;
compressibility factor, coefficient of volume expansion,
elastic coefficient (bulk modulus).
work and mechanical forms of work; power;
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